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Join the gold rush to developing cool iPhone apps with this complete iPhone OS 3 developer’s guide. Professional developer Jiva DeVoe speaks your language, and he talks you through the entire process—from explaining Cocoa Touch and the iPhone SDK to using Xcode and the Game Kit API. Follow step-by-step tutorials, then apply practical tips on signing and selling your applications. Even if you’re new to iPhone development you’ll soon be cranking out great code.

	Walk through Xcode, Interface Builder, and other key tools
	Build simple or complex GUIs with navigation and custom views
	Implement a database with Core Data, and design your schema in Xcode
	Learn to use the iPhone’s signature multi-touch capabilities in your applications
	Work with the Apple Push Notification Service
	Use the Map Kit API to create apps with embedded maps
	Record audio, play video, and access the iPod Library
	Set up your developer certificates and code sign your apps
	Use Store Kit to sell expanded features and content within your apps


Whether you're a new iPhone developer or seasoned veteran, this book is the perfect go-to reference for iPhone development-and one of an exciting new series for Apple developers.
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GPU Gems 3Addison Wesley, 2007
It has been only three years since the first GPU Gems book was introduced, and some areas of real-time graphics have truly become ultrarealistic. Chapter 14, "Advanced Techniques for Realistic Real-Time Skin Rendering," illustrates this evolution beautifully, describing a skin...
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Internet Phone Services Simplified (VoIP)Cisco Press, 2006
Internet Phone Services Simplified gives you the most basic need-to-know information and then teaches you how to get the most out of your VoIP phone services:

	
    Understand how broadband VoIP, Internet VoIP, and VoIP Chat services work
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Deja Review Obstetrics & GynecologyMcGraw-Hill, 2008

	“Flash cards in a book” for the Obstetrics & Gynecology shelf-exam and the USMLE Step 2 CK -- written by students, for students


	". . . well organized and an easy read for the medical student looking to get a concise review on relevant content, material, and concepts tested on the USMLE Step...
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Emergency Radiology: Imaging and InterventionSpringer, 2006

	This book offers a comprehensive review on the last development in the management and the treatment of acute and life-threatening conditions. Written by leading experts in the field, this book will help the clinician to understand the clinical problems and to select the methodological and technical options that will ensure prompt and...
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Malware Detection (Advances in Information Security)Springer, 2006
Shared resources, such as the Internet, have created a highly interconnected cyber-infrastructure. Critical infrastructures in domains such as medical, power, telecommunications, and finance are highly dependent on information systems. These two factors have exposed our critical infrastructures to malicious attacks and accidental failures. Many...
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Psychology and Religion : An IntroductionRoutledge, 2000
This is a rather unusual book on the psychology of religion. As usual I try my very best to set down what is empirically true in the light of what is now extensive evidence on this subject. But I also take a sympathetic view of religion—I have faith in both enterprises, psychology and religion, and believe that in the end they can be...
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